
List of Clues:leading budpalmate leafleaflet
girdle scarpetiole 

conker
STEP 1

Look first at the very tip of the branch – the part that 

reaches out furthest from the tree. If it is not damaged, 

you should see a bud at the end of the twig. This is called 

the leading bud (a bit like a leader in a race 
because he is in front of all the others). If you look 

further down the twig you should be able to see something 

called a girdle scar (like a wrinkly 
sock). This is where last year’s leading  

bud grew. 

leaf scar

leading bud 
with scales

Have you ever wondered how trees 
grow?

If you were to go right up close to a tree and to 

look very carefully at one of it’s branches, you would 

discover some clues that would help you to find out. 

 Find a Horse Chestnut tree.

Horse Chestnut trees tend to have quite large leaves compared 

to other trees you may see around them. They look a bit like 

hands because they have several leaflets (or parts of a 
leaf) all attached to the same point on the petiole (or 
stem). In fact, there is a special word we use to describe 

leaves like this – they are called palmate leaves. Does that 
remind you of anything else to do with hands?
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girdle scar
(birthday scar)

Girdle scars are useful things to 

notice because they can tell you 

how many birthdays that branch 

has had! Can you see how many 

this one has had? If you were to 

measure between 2 girdle scars you 

could see how far that branch 

grew during that year.

STEP 2
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The other thing you may find on your Horse Chestnut tree during 

the autumn months is some seeds. They may not look like seeds 

when you see them growing on the tree. In fact they look quite 

fierce at first because their shells are bright green and very 

spikey. As they get older they turn brown and the shell begins 

to open and if you look carefully you will see the beautiful 

shiny conker seed inside. When I was a little girl we used to 
collect them and play conkers in the school playground. I can 

still remember how I loved to see their shiny skin and to hold 

them in my hand, turning them over and over to feel the smooth 

surface. They were just like treasure! I wonder if anyone in 

your family remembers doing the same?

You may want to have a go 

at drawing the shape of the 

leaf yourself. This is a 

really good way to help your 

brain to remember what it 

looks like for next time.

Now for something really special!

You will need:horse chestnut twig 
with leading bud about 1.5 - 2 cm long
sharp knifeadult helpwet wipepiece of card

  Take your bare twigs home and, with the help 

of an adult, take a sharp knife and cut the 

leading bud off the end just below that bud.

STEP 3

Does it feel sticky? 

This is because the tree produces 

sap which helps protect it from 
insects which may try to eat it. 

This is where they get their 

nickname, “Sticky Buds”

   petiole 
(stem of the 
     leaf)
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 Now, with your sheet of card and wet wipe to hand, 

hold your sticky bud with the tip pointing upwards 

and look carefully at it. You should see some small 

overlapping shapes.

Beginning at the bottom of the bud, use your nail to peel 

off one of these shapes and place it on your card. Try to 

do this without tearing it if you can. What shape is it? 

These shapes are called scales, just like you see on fish. 
Work your way around the bottom of the bud, carefully 

removing all the scales and then gradually move further up 

to the top until all the scales are placed on your card. As 

you get further in, the scales will gradually change colour. 

You know you have finished when you begin to find 

something white and fluffy inside. Now stop for a 
minute before exploring any further.

STEP 4

Wash your hands using the wet wipe.
STEP 5

This is a little tricky so you have to be 

very gentle and not rush. With your thumb, 

begin to smooth back the white fluffy 

stuff, moving your thumb gently from the 

bottom to the tip of the bud so you don’t 

damage what’s underneath. Soon you should 

discover some things which are bright green 

and very small. When you have gradually 

removed most of the fluff you should be 

able, very carefully, pull one of these away 

from the bud and tease away any fluff left 

on it.

You may be able 

to guess what 
this tiny shape 

is.
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Then if you are really gentle, you 

can gradually spread out the green 

shape to find something that looks 

like a tiny hand! Can you see it?

This tiny green shape is actually a 

teeny baby leaf, all wrapped up in 
cotton wool inside the bud, ready to grow 

into a beautiful adult leaf next year!	  How 

many does your bud have? Once you have removed each of the 

leaves, try to smooth them out gently onto your piece of card.

STEP 6

Now there is just one more thing to find. Keep 

smoothing away any more fluff until you find 

something small and white right in the centre. 

Look carefully at it. Can you describe it? What 

do you think it could be?

I have found so far:Horse Chestnut branchesconker seedsleaves
blossom

Can you think of 

anything else which 
grows on trees? It’s 

something very important 

because without it you 

wouldn’t get any seeds 

next year?

It’s a flower bud, which will grow into next year’s 

blossom.  Isn’t it amazing to think how this one 

sticky bud has everything in it ready for next year’s 

growing season, all packed in safely with soft white 

fluff to keep it safe through the autumn and the 

winter until it is time to begin growing!

Now don’t you think 
that’s wonderful? Why 

not go and share your 

wonder with someone 
else?


